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Riverwomen
take three ·of
four games

VOLUME 34

. September 18,

After taking only one of four
games in the Grand Valley
State Invitational,
the
. Riverwomen swept the
Drury College Invitational
with three victories.
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Eccher sues University
Judge denies two of his requests, schedules hearing after elections
BY TIM THOMPSON

staff write/'

The Nerd Table
tackles elections
and politicians
Every week, you can count on
seeing The Nerd Table. This
week, the dizzying worlds of
fast food and politics collide.
Can't get enough of The Nerd
Table? Visit our website and
check out our cartoon archive!
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BY SARAH

BRIEFS
VMSL revokes
approval for
charter school
UMSL has revoked the
charter of the African
American Rite of Passage
Institute.
Chancellor Blanche Touhill
made the decision to revoke
the charter last Wednesday,
following the recommendation of a university panel.
UMSL had withdrawn its
support of the charter school
after it reorganized and
changed management com panies this year.
Lamar Beyah, the school's
organizer, said he will appeaL
to the University of Missouri
System or sue UMSL, if necessary.
Information for this brief
came from the "St. Louis PostDispatch."

Sig Taus raise
$300 for family of ·
Bel-Ridge officer
Last Friday, Sigma Tau
Gamma held a party and
raised almost $300.
They used this money to .
set up a trust fund for the
family of Officer Thomas
Henry of the Bel-Ridge Police
Department, who died
recently.
When the members of the
fraternity heard about it,
they decided they wanted to.
help Henry's family. The fraternity has had a rocky relationship with police in the
past. House manager Jason
Collier said the fund raiser
"was a gesture to say we
appreciate all [the police
department] puts up with."
Collier said that they have
no immediate plans for
future fund-raisers.

IND

to those ballots," Becher stated. "I just
want the truth to come out."
On Friday, Sept. 15, a St. Louis
judge denied both of Eccher's requests.
Despite this, .Eccher said he was still
confident.
"We have been successful so far in
the fact that the judge has .not thrown
the case out," Eccher said Saturday.
Dudley McCarter, of the Behr,
McCaIter, Potter law fum in downtown St. Louis , is handling the case on
behalf of UMSL.
"I am going to pmsue this vigor0usly' because I believe that Eccher's
case lacks merit both factually and
legally," McCat1er said in a phone
interview Friday.
.
The judge sche.duled an expeditious .
hearing which will take place Sept. 28,
the day after the SGA elections.

ChaneelIot! touts UMSL's aeeomplislunents

See Page 9
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Rick Becher, the chief justice of the
Student Court, filed a lawsuit ~ainst
the University of Missowi - St. Louis
last Monday.
Becher and his son Rick III are individually suing Chancellor Blanche
Touhill, Vice Chancellor G. Gary
Grace, former Student Activities
Director Rick Blanton, and the Board
of Curators ,over the Student
Government Association elections
scheduled for Sept 26-27.
Eccher's lawsuit challenges the
legality of the provisional SGA
appointed by ad.rijinistrators this summer as well as some of the new election rules they have enacted. Some of
these new rules include mandatory

background checks of
tion that only those Canall candidates for prior
. didates who were on the
. spring ballot be allowed
felony convictions and
the changll:ig of ballot
to run in the fall.
Initially,
Eccher
box locations.
Becher
said
he
. attempted to get a
~lieves that all of these
restraining order prerules are \mconstitutionventing UMSL adminisal and wants the provitrators from destroying
sional SGA that is now
the ballots from the
in place to comply with
spring elections.
Eccher
the election rules listed
''Legally, those balin the SGAelection information manu- lots can only be disposed of in the presal.
ence of the Student Court," Becher
According to Becher, one of the said.
rules stipulated in the manual forbids
He also attempted to get a Writ of
the student leadership conference to Mandamus, where a judge orders a
take place until after the SGA officers certain party to peffonn a task which
are elected. StUdent Activities held this that party has previously refused to
· perfonn.
year's conference last weekend.
The lawsuit also calls for a declara''1 just want to know what happened
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staff editor
UMSL Chancellor Blanche Touhill
gave the State of the University
Address Wednesday afternoon in the
I.e. Penney auditorium.
Touhill's speech highlighted the
accomplishments of the University
over the past year, and also addressed
some of the criticism the administration has received.
With UMSL outreach programs
uch as offering courses at Mineral
Area College in St. Francois COlillty
and East Central Community College
in Franklin County, came the criticism
that UMSL was abandoning its urban
mission.
"We graduate more AfricanAmerican students than ~y other public university in Missourri. lbis, for
me, is a point of plide," Touhill said.
She also said that since 1990,
UMSL has more than tripleD expenditures for support programs for minorities and quadrupled scholarship
money for African-Americans.
Touhill also said that UMSL, in
coordination with Harris-Stowe State
College, will offer a m aster's degree
program that will prepare administrators to deal with unique challenges of
urban schools. The program will be
called the Urban Leaders Project. But
this is not the only new master's
degree program in the works. This fall
marks the beginning of master degree
programs in philosophy, and communication.
The Millenniwn Student Center

Student Keith Boyer (right) sings the UMSL alma mater, accompanied by members of the Arianna
String Quartet. Doug Durand, interim vice chancellor for academic affairs, Chancellor Blanche Touhill,
and recipients of the Chancellor's Award for Excellence stand onsiage behind them,

and East Drive Parking Garage are
slated. to be open by Dec. 1;· approximately one year behind scherlule. The
Performing Arts Center, cunently
under construction, is scheduled to
open in fall 2002.
Last year, UMSL purchased the
Daughters of Charity property near
South Campus. For the 2000-2001

school year the property will be used
as residential housing, but next yeat- it
will house the Pierre Laclede Honors
College.
UMSL is requesting a special
increase in state funding to reduce the
fees charged to optometry students.
According to Touhill, UMSL optometry students pay the highest eDucation-

al fees in the nation. If approved, the
funding should reduce the debt of the
average optomet r; student by 33 rercent.
Touhill said thai ,he waI1ted UMSL
to move towat'd having more on-campus residents. Currently, there are 841
students living on-campus. a 10 percent increti.se over la~t yeat·.

SGA
hopefuls
discuss
•
iSsues at
forum
BY S ARA H

T.

CLARK

staff editor
Nine of the 11 candidates for
Student Govennent Association
office participated in a forum
before a small audience in the
University Center Student Lounge
Thursday aftemoon.
The fOlum was co-sponsore<j.
by the SGA and The Current. Josh
Renaud, editor-in-chief of The
Current, and Brian Douglas, managing editor of The Current, moderated the forum.
Each candidate was allowed to
give a rundown of their goals if
elected to office. Although there
was diversity in the age, race, and
gender among the candidates, they
said they were planning to tackle
many of the same issues.
One issue that almost every
candidate agreed on is that SGA
needs to look to the future of
UMSL, and start repairing the
damage done to the reputation of
the SGA.
"Everyone wants to be a part of
a success. We need to take on
is leoS we can win. and accomplish
something: ' aid EllOlY Glenn.
Glenn is one of two members of
the provisional SGA, and he is
running for vice president.
A constitution was written last
year. but was never approved. All
of the c,mdidates stated that pushing the new constitution through
the SGA Assembly would be first
on their list of things to do if elected.
"We need to get a constitution
and stick to it. We need to be able
to follow a set of laws," said Ryan .
Connor, a candidate for president.
"I think this new constitution is
very direct. TI1e old constitution
has been changed over time, not to .
help the student body, but for the
benefit of private interest," said
Ayobamidele Olson, the only candidate for comptroller.
Robert Miller, who is running
for SGA president, said the constitution needs to be readily access isee FORU M, page 10

Reconfigured governi'n g bodies make their debut
Senators question Chancellor Toupill in otherwise
quiet first meeting of Faculty Senate
BY CHARLIE BRIGHT

staff writer
The Faculty Senate met Wednesday last
week to discuss a nwnber of changes and concerns since last year.
Though the greatest concern was the implementation of a new policy regarding the review
of tenured educators, other issues kept this topic
from being raised in the first part of the meeting.
After an acceptance of the minutes from the
last meeting, on May 16, the Senate resolved
unanimously to honor Edward Andalafte, who
died earlier this year. The math department will
host a tribute to Andalafte, on Nov. 16, in the
Century Room of tlle new Millennium Student
Center.
Chancellor Blanche Touhill's report followed the preliminary discussion. Touhill spoke
with the Senate about the possibility of eXpaIlsion at UM-Rolla - particularly in the schools
of business and arts and sciences - in addition
to explaining the union of the UM system in the
areas of nanotechnology an~ bio-infonnatics.
These t\vo areas will utilize all available UM
resources together, rather than being totally separate entities as most deparunents are now.
The reasoning. Touhill explained, "is to
. make all campuses more competitive for external funding."
Beforeasking the audience for questions, the
Chancellor voiced a warning about escalating

libraty costs. Citing an estimated $600,000
library deficit by the year 2003, Touhill
explaineD that the library had not experienced
cuts, and had actually had some resources reallocated to it The problem, she said., was the rising costs of jownals.
Faculty members expressed concerns about
the continued vacancy of permanent staff positions. In response, Touhill explained the status of
the positions in need of replacements. There are
currently openings in the areas of optometry,
nursing, continuing education, university relations, academic affairs, and the office of equal
opportunity.
When Touhill finished, new guidelines were
proposed for the Thomas Jefferson Award,
which wa~ not given last year due to a lack of
recommendations from the selection committee.
The current executive guideline for the
review of faculty performance was discussed,
and a new policy proposed. The current guidelines call for an annual evaluation process with
written evaluations for untenured faculty, as
well as members with concerns of performance
shortcomings. The current process is in the
hands of the department chair or dean, without
.significant faculty control. The proposed review
policy would create a faculty committee to view
a compilation of five separate annual evaluations, for tenured faculty members. The new
see SENATE, page 10

Students, jacul(y, adnn'nistrators set to work together
in new University Assembly
BY SARAH

··· ··staff

T.

C LARK

Clilor

The new University Assembly had its first
meeting last Wednesday, irruned.iateJy following
the Faculty Senate meeting in Room 222 of the
I.e. Penney building.
The voting members of the University
Assembly are 40 members of the Faculty Senate
and 13 members of the Student Senate.
The University Assembly was created to
allow faculty and students to more effectivl; '
deal with the problems on campus that affect
both parties. It will deal with campus-wide
issues such as budgets. planning, student affairs,
and student publications.
The formation of the University Assembly
solved matlY problems within th= student/faculty governing systems. For many years the facul . ty . had two bodies speaking for them, the
University Senate. and the Faculty Council. The
system failed because the University Senate held
all of the power. and the Faculty Cow1Cil could
only make recommendations to the Senate. So
last year the Faculty Council was disband .
Another problem was that the student senators were looking for more autonomy. They, like
the Faculty Council, could only make requests to
the University Senate. In the new University
Assembly the students are still only regarded as
a body of the University Assembly, but they now
have more of a voice than they ever have.

The reason there is not mandatory student
participation in the University Assembly is that
there has not always been good participation. If
there is mandatory student participation, and no
students to participate, then nothing can get
done.
Senator Joshua Stegemat1 had not planned to
take a lead role in the University Assembly, but
with only three retuming Student Senators, he
said fe lt that he had no choice.
Stegematl said at first the studem senators had
thought about pushing for mandatory participation , but he says he understands why he got
strong indications from the Faculty Senate that if
such a motion were to come before the Faculty
Senate, it be voted down. Without mandatory
patticipation, Stegeman feels that the students in
the Assembly have more flexibility.
'1 understand that they Watlt us to justify omselves before they make any fomlidable decision
on student participation," said Stegeman, "I really do feel that the University Assembly is a better vehicle for student concerns."
' 'The faculty, students, and administration are
all going to have to pull together if this thing is
going to work," said Lawrence Barton, chair of
both the Faculty Senate and the University
As. embly.
"We are not looking for inlmediate results,
but longevity," said Stegeman. "We want to
make our presence in the University Assembly
last."
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Wednesday, Sept. 20

·Sign-up Deadline for Katy Trail Bike
Ride: Register in the Student
Activities Office, 267 University
Center for the Saturday, Sept. 23
ride. Cosponsored by Rec Sports and
Student Activities. It is free to students and includes shuttle transportation from UMSL and back, bicycle
rental for all participants, and fullysupported ride on the Katy Trail.

·lce Cream Social will follow Mass at
the Catholic Newman Center at 7:30
p.m. at 8200 Natural Bridge across
from the West Drive entrance to North
Campus. For more information call 385·
3455.
.Soup and Soul Food, a simple meal
and time for prayer, meditation and
reflection, from 12 to 1 p.m. at
Normandy United Methodist Church,
8000 Natural Bridge Rd. Sponsored by
Wesley Foundation Campus Ministry.
All are welcome and for more information call Chris Snyder at 314-4093024 or Roger Jespersen at 385-3000.

Tuesday, Sept. 19
·Freshman Getaway 2000, sign up will
be at the tables outside of the bookstore from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. For
more information call 385-3455.
·Flag Football Leagues begin.
Intramural football games will be
played every Tuesday afternoon at the
Mark Twain Rec Field until Nov. 7.
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Monday, Sept. 18

·18-Hole Golf Scramble ft BarBQ will
be at the Normandie Golf Course with
a shotgun start and all foursomes teeing off at 10:30 a.m.

September 18, 2000

·Sign-up Deadline for Coed Kickball
Tournament: An intramural one-night
indoor kickball tourney will be held
Tuesday night, 7 to 10 p. m., Sept. 26
at the Mark Twain Rec Center. Open to
students, faculty and staff. Each team
should consist of 3 guys and 3 gals.

Thursday, Sept. 21
·Graduate/Professional School Seminar
will be held in 222 J. C. Penney.

All listings use 516 pre
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System Co. , will be speaking and
there will be a special workshop for
those who have already taken the
4.0 seminar. There is no fee and
the seminar will be held in the J.
C. Penney Auditorium from 2 to 5
p.m. For more information call
6807.

Multicultural Relations invites students, faculty, and staff to come and
learn about graduate and professional
school preparation. For more informa·
tion call 6807.

Friday, Sept. 22
-Soup with Sister will follow mass at
the Catholic Newman Center at 12:05
p. m. at 8200 Natural Bridge across
from the West Drive entrance to North
Campus. For more information call
385-3455.
- Boogie Nights Party: Come get in the
swing of the '70s at the Sig Tau house,
next to Popeyes. All UMSL students
are welcome and girls must be 18
years of age or older.

·Sigma Pi Fraternity invites you to
show off those sexy legs of yours.
Both guys and girls strut your stuff
at the campus' longest running consecutive party. Cash prizes for the
girl and guy with the sexiest, sultriest legs. There's a $2 cover and no
bottles please. Guys have their student ID and admission will be free
for contestants.
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Sunday, Sept. 24
Saturday, Sept. 23
-Guaranteed 4.0: All students are
encouraged to take advantage of the
seminar. Donna O. Johnson, president
of the Guaranteed 4.0 Learning

·Catholic Mass will be held at the
South Campus Residence Hall Chapel
at 7:30 p.m.
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St. Louis, Missouri 63121
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A student reported that on Sept. 5
between 9 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. her Fall
2000 parking permit was stolen from her
vehicle, which had been parked on the
South Campus Lot "V".
A student reported that between Sept. 6
at 9 p.m . and Sept. 7 at 9 a.m . her Fall
2000 parking permit was stolen from her
automobile, while it was parked at the
Honors College.
A student reported that sometime
between 7 p.m. and 7:20 p.m. an
unknown person took a duffel bag containing clothes, shoes, and keys from an
unlocked locker in the women's locker
room at Mark Twain. Mark Twain security

found the missing keys behind the locker
room door at closing time.

September 8,2000
A student reported that between 1 p.m.
and 1:15 p.m. a blue pouch containing
keys, identification, credit cards, and cash
was stolen from atop a desk at 102
Marillac Hall. The room was not locked.
September 10, 2000
A person reported that while her car was
parked on Lot ''VI'', South Campus,
between 11:30a.m . and 2:50p .m., the
vehicle was broken into and $25.00 in
coins was stolen from the front seat.
September 11, 2000
A staff person reported that a Sears drcu-

lar saw was stolen from his personal locker at Daughters of Charity. The theft
occurred between Sept. 6 at 3:30 p.m.
and Sept. 11 at 9 a.m. 'The padlock was
pried off.

September 12, 2000
A student reported that a backpack and
textbook were stolen from 425 Social
Science Building between 12:3Q p.m. and
2 p.m.
September 13, 2000
A student reported that his Fall J,OOO parking permit was stolen on Sept. 11,
between 10 a.m. and 12 p.m. while his
vehicle was parked on Lot "I".

ing permit was stolen from his windshield
between 7:30 a.m. and 2:20 p.m. while
his vehicle was parked on West Drive.
The vehicle's top had been left down.

Updates:
An arrest was made of a former UM-St.
Louis student suspected of making the
harassing telephone calls (noted in last
week's CrimeLine). Arrest warrants will be
sought at the St. Louis County Prosecutor's
Office.
A suspect has confessed to committing the
vending machine break·ins. Arrest warrants were sought and issued by the St.
Louis County Prosecutor's Office

A faculty member reported that his park-

T

he Current is published weekly on
twlndays. Adver1:ising rates avaflable
'-4'OIl request. Terms, conditions and
restrictions apply. The Current, financed in
part by student activities fees, is not an

official ptblicafun of UM·St. Louis. The
Univernty is not responsible for the c0ntent of The Current or its policies.
Commentary and ci>ilrnns reflect the opinion of the indMdua! author: u~ editorials reflect the opinion of the majority
of the editorial board. All material contained in each issue is property of The
Current ard may not be reprinted, reused

or reproduced without the expressed,
written consent of The Current. First copy
free; aU Slbsequerrt copies, 25 cents,
available at the offices of The Curre nt.
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The Campus CrimeLine is(/ free seri'ice pIVl'ided iJl' the ell·S!. Louis Police Depart1lleilt to promote sajel]' Ibmuf!,b tUl'IlI'I!IIf'SS.

Fresh beg inn i ng.Wide-openpossi bi Iities.
It's all about staying connected.
Create a future with us.
• Please join us on Thursday, September 28 for the Andersen Consulting Information Session, held in Room 222, JC Penney Building from 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m; Please stop by to meet our
repre sentatives and learn about the career opportuni t ies that we offer for college gra-duates. Andersen Con sulting will also be attending the Career Fair on October 20.
• Al l maj ors are encouraged to apply and t o attend these events. To interview with Andersen Consulting, please submit your resume, an unofficial copy of your transcript, and our Application Form to
Caree r Services by September 13. First interviews begin on Friday, October 6.
c.

In the electronic economy, sharing idea s can lead to ne w out looks - and
new oppo rtunities to succeed. By joining And ersen Consulting, you'll help
tran sform world-class organizati ons as they compete for leadership in the
future.
As one of the leading global management and techn ology co nsulting ·
organizations, our integrated approach helps put our clients at the
forefront of a changing business world . You'll w o r ~ in a supporti ve
envi ro nment alongsid e colleagues from different cultures and

©

backgrounds. Your contributions will have a real impact on our clients'..
success - and your own as well.
'
An organization is only as strong as its people. That's why we invest so
much in continua lly developing your skills and -your potential. You'll
receive top - level training and exposure to a v;lriety of projects and
industries. All of which builds a solid found ation for your ongoing career
growth.

Copyright 1999 Andersen Consulting. All rights reserved . An Equal Opportunity Employer ,

•

Let your ideas open up new possibilities. To .discover career
opportunities, visit campusconnection.ac.com
This is a great time to be part of our firni as we create a new
ide~tity

and seize new opportunities.

•
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UMSL staff member recieves aluard for book
pants. Price will join Wesley at the Governor's
Mansion, along with one other collaborator for
the project, Ann Morris. Morris recently retired as
The Missouri Humanities Council has chosen to associate director of the Western Historical
honor Doris Wesley with an award for her recent Manliscript Collection.
"I really enjoyed interviewing the
book, "Lift Every Voice and Sing. " Wesley is a reference specialist at the Western Historical ·'unsung heroes, ", Wesley said,
Manuscript Collection at UMSL. She will receive . "because they have a lot of great stoher award during a ceremony to be held Oct. 18 at ries. [They're the] people who do
not have titles. They're the ones
the Governor's Mansion.
that
are not out .in the limelight. ·
"Lift Every Voice and Sing" is a
compilation of photographs, inter- [They are] just everyday. people.
views, and insights regarding St. .. telling their life stories."
Wesley emphasized that all
Louis African-Americans. Wesley
. ." really enjoyed inter- began her project 10 years ago by the historical documentation
viewing the 'unsung tape recording oral history inter- used for her book can be
found m the Western
heroes' because they views. She said she felt there was a Historical
Manuscript
need for the St. Louis community to
have a lot of great stories. document its rich African-American Collection. Wesley said
she was grateful for the
history.
Julius Hunter, William Clay, help of Stephen W.
-Doris Wesley
author, Lift Every Voice and Sing Freeman Bosley Jr., and Pear1ie Lehmkuhle, vice presiEvans are some of the individuals dent for academic affairs,
Wesley interviewed for her book. UM-St. Louis Chanr;;ellor
When she began her research, Blanche M. Touhill, and
Wesley revealed, it was difficult to Malaika B. Horne,
get interviews, because. people didn' t member of the UM
understand what she was doing or why. Eventually,
people did realize the importance of Wesley's project and agreed not only to be interviewed, but also
to be photographed by Wiley Price.
Price , a photographer for "The St. Louis Doris Wesley holds her book "Lift Every Voice and Sing," for which she recieved an award.
American," agreed to photograph Wesley 's partici- Wesley works in the Western Historical Manuscript Collection of the Thomas Jefferson Library.
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P RC disp ays exhibit of Published
prof
gives
a rtist's waterway prints

poettytalk

BY A NNE PoRTER

staff editor
Water consist;; of two hydrogen
atoms ionically bonded to one oxygen atom. Such a simple molecule.
yet it sustains life for not only
hurnam;, but all forms of life on
earth.
"Elemental Waterways: Water As
a Sustainer of Life," a collection of
giclee print;; by artist John Paul
Caponigro, will be on display in the
Public Policy Research Center, located on the third floor of the Social
Sciences Building at UM-St. Louis.
Giclee translated means "fine
spray' in French. Giclee prints combine fue beauty of watercolors with
the modem appeal of digital technology. The. process, originally invented
by the Iris Inc., involves four computer-controlled airb11lshes that
apply ink in a vapor fonn to any flexible surface.
Jean Tucker, a photographic bistmian in the Public Policy Research
Center, plans the exhibit;; on' display
inPPRC.
"We' ve had over 150 shows and
they all had to do with issues of public policy. It's not just about art. This
center is basically public PODCY and
research," Tucker said.
Tucker selected
Caponigro
. because he presented water with
such an aesthetic feel.
"He is about the best there is.
There are very few subjects that you
can think of, that haven't been photographed by artists. You can show
the problems, or you can show the
ideals," Thcker said.
"These surfaces were created by
nature; a portion of them is beyond
me and beckons me to expand my

BY SARA

PoRTER

special to tbe Cum m t
Jefferson Smurfit Corporation's
Professor in Irish Studies. Earnonn
Wall read on "Poelly of Places: Ireland
and America," Monday, Sept. 11 in
Room 229, lC. Penney Building.
Wall, had previously published two
books of poetry as well as various novels and short stmies. He read poems
that described various places and experiences from his former home Ireland
and his current home in the U.S.
"I wanted to read poems that
explored the notion of place," said
Wall, a graduate of City University of
Ne.wYork.
One of his poems, "Coming of the
TOll[ de. France," dealt with the bicycle
ride, which was at the same time a celebration honoring the Irish Rebellion
of 1798.
. "It was odd to find those two events
in conjunction \vith each other," Wall
said.

Mutsumi 19arasbij The Current

A view of the "Elementaral Waterways: Water As A Sustainer of Life" exhibit in the Public Policy
Research Center.

sensibilities," Caponigro said in an
artist's statement. "Yet the. surfaces
in these pictures are not untouched. I
have altered them; by inclusion and
exclusion with the device of the picture franle by further eliminations
from and additions to what remains
within the picture frame, by cbanging proportion, by creating rorshachs
and placing theil' midpoints, by
orchestrating hue, tint, value, and

saturation. I find this a most curious
collaboration with the hand of
nature.
"In all my work there is an obsession with looking at, through, and
into surfaces. A fortune-teller might
find a divine meaning of the world
by reading tea leaves, bones, runes or
entrails scattered across a surface.
Similarly, I have been engaged in a
process of self-discovery and revela-

tion. Looking at images offers a
unique opportunity to see the world
interpreted. Looking at the surfaces
of nature yields similar opportunities. One asks the question, 'What do
these lines, shapes, proportions, patterns and rhythms reveal about the
world and their creator')' Reading the
see PPRC, page 8

Wall's poem "Election Day" was
about three specilic topics: the weather,
politi , and beer,
'Those are the three subjects that
come up the most in Ilish conversation," Wall said.
The poem "Returning to Dublin"
explored Wall's feelings about coming
back to his native land for a brief visit.
"The train ride from County
Wicklow to Dublin is one I took frequently when I was over there," Wall
said. "When 1 took it again, I felt it was
a new experience
A few of Wall's poems were about

EDITOR
ANNE P O RTE R

features editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

QUOTES
"To believe in one's
dreams is to spend all
of one's life asteep . ~
·Chinese prover b
Credit: www.quotablequotes.net

<IRe hasn't an enemy in
the world but aU his
friends hate him."
·Eddie Cantor
Credit: www.quotablequotes.net

"Whenever you have an
efficient government
you have a dictator·

. ship."
·Harry S. Trumal
Credit: www.quotablequotes.ne

't'e P O ETRY, p age 8

Dating shows give n-ght's entertainment
I

AND THE POINT Js. ..
ANNE PORT'E R

stay up late and get up late.
S.ince most stores are closed
between the hours of 10 p.m.
and 3 a.m., and most bars close
around 1:30 a.m. (at least ill the
county) . that leaves little to do for
entertainment before I go to bed.
Others understand this predicament
and that's why, I think, late-night television was invented. Since I usually go
to bed about 2:30 or 3 a.m. and most
nights watch TV. I believe that I am
qualified to sen·e as a late-night television information professional.
First, one basic role applies to alternative television: Monday tI1rough
Friday schedules offer a greater variety

than those of Saturdays and Sundays.
In general, Sundays offer nothing but
twenty episodes of 'The Brady
Bunch."
Second. cable provides much more
selection than the five broadcast stations that typically switch to infomercials after 1 am.
This basic knowledge makes picking your late-night line-up much easier.
I suggest these shows begin the
journey into the land of infomercials
and videos.
My first choice, "Blind Date," used
to be on KPLR 11 Monday through
Saturday nights about 1 a.m. Now,
because so many people watched the

show, KPLR moved the time to 11 am.
to counter 'The Price is Right"
I grant the show my first-place
nominatiOQ because it is still aired on
Saturday night about 11 p.m. The other
reason is to pay homage to its very
humorous , mindless and entertaining
farce. Basically, a camera follows two
guinea pigs around on their first date, a
blind date at that, and adds little cartoon thoughts above their heads to
show what they could be .thinking.
In addition to the captions, other
drawings are made to describe the participants. On one date. the guy turned
out to be quite a lush and was trying to
get the girl to drink, so the producers of

the show drew "Booza the Clown"
icons and made him look evil and
funny as he attempted to seduce his
date.
The guy, I should say, was also a
clown for his profession, and he was
very succeBsful at enticing the girl to
drink, but she still didn't give in to
sleeping with him at the end. She did
however, kiss him nwnerous tinles,
very deep-throated ones at that, and
called him often "a good friend."
A close second in my list is
"Change of Heart." This show comes
on at about 1:30 a.m. on KMOV
Channel 4 after Craig Kilborn. Two
people in a relationship go on a blind

date (by choice) to test their relation·
ship.
Both always tell every little detai
dov.'ll to sexual preferences and nas!)
habits. On one episode the boyfrienc
said his girlfriend would hlll1 hel
panties inside out, so that she could ge
another day's wearing. Speaking 0 :
underwear, one girlfriend said that he:
boyfriend wears her lingerie and Wa!
wearing it right then when they wen
on the show.
At the end of the show, after !hI
audience listens to the summaries o'
. see PORTER, page 8
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Candidat es shou,l d b,riln g
message to the studel ts

,
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draw a crowd, but that didn't happen.
In fact, when the candidates
arrived, nothing for the forum was set
up. Many students were sitting in
comfortable chairs watching a talk
show on the big-screen TV. When it
was time to begin the forum, the students were invited to stay and participate and hear what the candidates had
to say.
They did.
The message that should send to
the candidates is that UMSL students
are interested in student government.
They do care about the beliefs and
ideas espoused by the candidates who
would be their leaders. But the candidates can' t wait for students to come
to them. The candidates have to take
this campaign to the student body.
There's almost a week and a half
of campaigning to go. Let's keep the
campaign positive and focLL~ on specific, concrete ideas and plans. But
don't keep the ideas to yourself. Sell
your message to the masses.
This campaign is the key to helping SGA rise from the ashes of last
year. And the key to this campaign is
the candidates. Don ' t waste this
OPPOltunity.

Thursday afternoon it almost felt
like a wind of sanity blew through the
Student Government Association.
A full slate of SGA candidates
assembled in the Student LOlU1ge to
discuss their stances on various
issues. The tone of the forum was surprisingly pleasant. The candidates
proposed several interesting ideas and
seemed to build on wnat other people
had to say.
For instance, there was a lot of discussion of the positive and negative
points of the proposed SGA constitution. More importantly, there was discussion about how to get it passed.
The candidates discussed the
Assembly and ways to improve attendance. Several candidates sounded
off the theme of unity - bridging the
commuter and residential populations
on campus.
If a campaign is going to be successful, then the first important ingredient is good candidates and the second is issues. It seems like we have
them in abundance thiS fall.
The disappointing part of the
forum was the low attendance. The
Office of Student Activities sent
notice to various fraternities, sororities, student organintions, hoping to

This etection already has
two of the key ingredients
it needs to be successful good candidates and
important issues. Now the
key is getting the student
body to ta'ke notice.

SGA candidates shouldn't

waft for students to come
to them. The impetus wiU
be on them to take their
message to the masses.
. Thursday's candidate forum
proved that students will
listen.

Write a letter to the edItor
about this issue or anythil'lg
else on your mind.
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Seize ·this opportunity to voice your ideas and opinions

EDITORIAL

OARD

JOSH RENAUD

UMSL will never be a true urban
university until it finds more ways to
bring its students together. Many
UMSL students live farther than 10
miles from campus and rarely stay
longer than tlleir classes demand.
Events like EXPO and Mirtbday do
little but provide free food and distractions as students walk to their
classes. Even when people do hang
out or get involved on campus, it's
usually with the same circle of
friends.
This is unfortunate, as U1vlSL
boasts one of the most diverse student
populations in St. Louis. M any foreign students attend classes here, as
well as St. Louisans of all ages and
races. A great opportunity exists for
students to expand their view of the
world, yet most seem content to
spend their free time with people just
like themselves.
What has UMSL done to encourage a more integrated student popUlation? Student organizations help
somewhat, but most are comprised of
students with the same majors or
political persuasions. The SGA is

looked upon by many to represent
itself more than the students, especially when eight of 14 student candidates have been rejected by it. The
Underground has had complete sections virtually taken over by various
cliques. UMSL's fraternities and
'ororitie operate as if they were in a
world of their own.
What can be done? For one, the
student organizations need to be more
vocal with what they do. EXPO isn't
enough to keep an organization thriving. For example. how many students are even aware that for the first
ti me in years, UMSL ha no
Democratic
Club? DUling
a
Presidential elec tion year nonetheless? Unless the organizations band
toge~er, they run the ri, k of disappeanng.
Secondly, a student chat room
linked to UMSLs webpage might
help. Many students use computers
on campus as well as from horne to
access UMSL's pages. A chat room
would be an ideal place to meet new
people here without prejudice, to
meet the mind before person.

And third, the SGA needs to seriously rethink their practices, and
whose interests they represent.
But true change can only come
from the students themselves. By
being open-minded ;md involved on
campus, your education \"ill expand
far past the limits of your classes. Sit
next to people in your classes who are
different from you whether it be
through race, background, age, etc .
Get to know them and how they see
the world. I've been doing it since
day one, and now 1 am often s topped
on campus by tiie.nds from Africa,
Japan, China, friends who are
African-American,
Caucasian,
Hispanic, and Asian - friends ranging in age from 2U to 60, friends ranging from punk rockers to nuns. And
evelY time I talk with them, I walk
away reviewing my O'NIl perspective
of the world, Don't rob yourself of
the same opportullity~

--Travis DeRousse
Treasurer; Mannheim Park Social
Analysis Consortium

BRIAN DOUGLAS

"Our Opinion" reflects the
majority opinion of the
editorial board 1
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Letters to the Editor
7940 Natural Bridge
St.

Louis , MO

63121

FAX

(314) 516-6811
EMAIL

current@jinx.umsl.edu
Letters to the editor
should be brief and those
not exceeding 200 words
will be given preference.
We edit letters for clarity,
length and grammar. All
letters must be signed and
include 'a daytime phone
number.

UMSL should grant debt relief to all burdened students
I love the analogy of the Jubilee in
the Sept. 11 editorial. Why not take the
analogy even further - I remember
seeing in the "U.S. News & World
Report" rankings of colleges last year
that UMSL is in the top 50 in terms of
"debt load upon graduation."
Meanwhile, many international
activists have been campaigning,
under the rubric of "JubiJee 20<Xl," for
debt relief for many of the world's
poorest developing nations. This
means the United States and European
countries would forgive the debt of
much of Africa, Asia, and Latin
America.

So, here's my idea: UMSL Jubilee
2000. The ultimate goal would be to
have debt relief, granted to all UMSL
students and recent graduates with,
say, at least $2,000 of student loans
incurred at UMSL. If it doesn't happen, the fIrst step to take would be strike~ That's right- taking a cue from
oUr brethren in sunny South Africa,
where every other year most universities see widespread strikes and campus shutdowns, organized by students,
protesting university fees they can't
afford. Why not have a big old campus walkout to protest the outrageous
parking fees') Or the delay in the con-

struction of the Millermium Student
Center? Or the speed bumps in BelNor?
Or instead, UMSL students could
realize just how good they have 1t. If
our biggest problem is the>fo,9lishness
of administrators in their choice of
parking sticker suppliers, I'd say
UMSL is doing pretty well. So, enjoy
it. Life is good.

-- Joe Frank
senior on exchange to the
University of the Western Cape, Cape
Town, South Africa

Students taking importance 0/ education/or granted
Twenty-four years is longer than is important. Some oithe students at
some of you have been aljve. TI1at's UM-St. Louis may take their educahow long I worked at a company tion for granted. Believe it or not, edubefore coming back to school. You say cation is not a God-given right. It is an
"big deal." It is a big deal, if you give h onor, it takes time and it is hard work.
up a lifestyle to better your mind and
Education is important. It not only
accomplish something that most of may help you make money, but it
you take for granted.
should give you something to be
School is ·important. Anything a ' proud of. That is, you should leam
person does to better their mind and while you are in school. Going to class
put something between his or her ears is not enough. You need to be exCited

Rachel Hercules
Sophomore / Chemistry

--.,..--" - - "Parking garage· because
there are no parking spaces
available."

----,,---

Sometimes peace of
mind me'ans letting go

E

ver had a horrible w~ek? I me more than anyone.
As a Christian, I find that one of
thought I had experienced my fair share of tough weeks; the best places to find answers is the
that was before I tripped headlong Bible. It was there that 1 read about
God's promises for people who are
into this week.
Thi.rJgs weren't going my way. persecuted. lt was there I also read
Crises just kept piling themselves on the tough command to love my enetDP of each other, jumping into the mies and to pray for those who curse
inbox on my desk, and then scream- me.
ing for attention.
So that's what I set out to do. In
Well, I had opportunities to get only a day's time, I had received
peace stronger than
upset with everyone,
I've felt in a long
. from myself to my
time. I set aside my
family to Current
rights to revenge, I
staffers, to particular
student "leaders" to
set aside my worries
and concerns, and I
God Himself.
received freedom.
It all came to a
This sort of expehead Thursday.
That day was suprience isn't tmique.
I've read cOlmtless
posed to be a cakewalk. Managing edistories of others who
have found the same
tor Brian Douglas and
joy and freedom
I were supposed to
through forgiveness
moderate a discussion
JOSH RENAUD
and setting their burforum with the SOA
editDI'-in-cbief
dens
aside.
candidates. Seemed
It
easy enough, and despite a: few ini- occurred to me that this sort of freetial setbacks, the forum staJ.ted off dom is exactly what certain folks
connected to the SGA might need to
well.
You know, I don't get.threatened experience.
After all, it's easy to get upset at a
very often. When I do, it's usually in
jest or over something of little con- University and an administration
sequence. Ul1til that Thursday, I had when you feel your rights have been
never been threatened with a lawsuit. violated It's easy to decide to propaBut somebody decided to cbange gate a message of anger, hate, and
that during the forum. It was exactly fear. Heck it 's easy to be legalistic
and pursue what you perceive to be
what I didn't need that day.
It rattled me, shook me hard, justice. With a certain amount of
x:nade my head pulse and till'ob in luck, it might be possible to get what
pain . . It distracted me from what I you want through court battles,
needed to be doing. It made me very intimidation, or aggression,
angry and uncertain of myself.
But in the end, is it really worth
I finished out the day very frus- it? WJ.ll it actually benefit you or
trated and a little intimidated. When anyone else?
I came home, my family helped me
No.
out by listening to me speak my
Wt)uldn't it be better to release it,
mind. And it was at home that I real- star10Yer. and find freedom?
Just let it go, my friend. Just let it
ized holding a grudge and thinking
evil of this individual was poisoning go.

Challenging yourself
leads to great things

S

omething great happened to
My friends and I would get a
me over the summer. I was kick out of the way in which some
fortunate enough to have people shopped. There was always
been awarded a graduate teaching the customer who would pull the
assistantship in hi~tory from UMSL bottom apple out of the perfectly
for fall semester 2000 and winter Slacked display. causing the rest to
come crashing down. There were
semester 200 1.
While the pay
also some who
wasn't very good, I
would buy a galstill felt very good
lon of milk and
about myself. I was
place it at the botinformed by the factom of the cart,
ulty that the compecompletely oblivtition was fierce for
ious to the fact
the three positions
that it contained a
offered. This made
small leak. They
me feel even better.
would proceed to
The reason I was so
go up and down
elated was that I was
every aisle and
finally going to get
drip milk every
the chance to work
where, causing
at something I truly
the floor crew a
TIM THOMPSON
enjoyed. This was
great hassle.
guest columnist
something that had
So, it wasn't
meaning.
all bad. But it
For several years, I worked at wasn't a challenge to me. I wanted
grocery stores in the produce something more out of life. That is
department. Don't get me wrong. I why I am gOillg to college.
, did enjoy certain aspects of it. For
So far, my teaching assistantship
instance, I made many friends. We has been challenging, yet fun. The
had football pools and World Series students seem to really enjoy histopools. My manager was such a big ry, and that leads to some great disCardinal fan that when we were cussions. I am just giad that I am
tying up grapes in the back room, he doing something that I love, and this
let us listen to the games on KMOX can lead to great things in the future.
radio.

and prepared to go to class. Be as
excited about going to class as you are
about the Rams or Cardinals game.
That sounds like a lot of baloney,
doesn't it? If you want to learn and be
able to apply that knowledge to your
life, you need to be exciteq and prepared.
.

-- Bobette Berger

Crystal Bennett
Sophomore / Biology

-'----

" ---

"Labs· because they have
stools."
I

---- " ---'-

Todd Hicks
Gradua te! Communications
----,,--~

I'LibrarY . it feels so much like
a second home to me."

----,,----
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Rive rwomen spik e 3 of 4 games
Head Coach Denise Silvester, whose Silvester' s team was pitted against
The final match of the tournan1ent
host
school
Drury
College.
After
squad
now
stands
at
6-4
on
the
year
set
the Riverwomen opposite Central
staff writer
. winning the first game 15-10, the Arkansas. This contest immediately
heading into conference play.
After taking only one of four
The Riverwomen drew Texas Riverwomen found themselves followed the Drury marathon, and
games in the Grand Valley State Wesleyan in the opening round of lookin,g at a 2-1 deficit and facing a fatigue set in early. But Silvester ralInvitational, the 2000 Rivelwomen's the Springfield tournament. After potential loss.
lied her troops, and after eeking out
But in the fourth set, Michelle an 18-16 opening set victory, the
volleyball squad finished tourna- taking the first game 15-10, UMSL
ment play on a high note, sweeping fell behind Texas Wesleyan 7-15. Hochstatter, who had 19 kills and an team took the contest in stride,
the Drury College Invitational with But strong offense from Kathryn attack percentage of .515 in the downing UCA 15-5 and 15-2 .to
three victories.
Freeman and Holly Zrout pulled the game, lit up the Drury defense and sweep the tournament.
"I was surprised we had anything
At Grand Valley, the Riverwomen Riverwomen back into the game, led the Riverwomen's confident
were defeated by Lake Superior and after a long third set, UMSL charge to victory. After a 150- left after that [Drury] match," said
College, Michigan State University took the contest in four games. minute battle royale, UMSL Silvester. "But 30 minntes later we
at Mankato, and host school Grand Freshman Melissa Frost led the team emerged victorious, winning the fifth were back on the floor playing
Central Arkansas. I was a little shaky
Valley State in succession before in attack percentage with a .471 and final set 16-14.
"Saturday morning we went to at the start, but once we settled
clinching · a win over Bi"yant College ' mark.
"We had a slow start," said the gym to play a volleyball match down , we handled them easily."
in the fmal game of the weekend.
Silvester attributes the recent suc"We rebounded from a rough Silvester. "But we pushed through it versus Drury," said Silvester. "We .
weekend in Michigan and took to win the match in 4 games."
found ourselves instead in a two- cess of the team to poise and composure.
Springfield, Missouri by storm," said .
The
following
morning , hour-33-minute marathon."
BY NICK BOWMAN

........ ., ." " ..... ........, ............ ........,. ,... ...................-

"We really made a team effort to
.cut down on unforced errors," said
Silvester. ''We have to learn we cannot take as many risks when it leads
directly to a point for our opponents."
ZIOut and Hochstatter were the
key components for the Riverwomen
offensively, combining for 69 kills
for the weekend. Also, Kelby
Saxwold and Michelle Pasieka kept
many balls alive with their solid performances during the rally ball.
The Riverwomen continue on the
road to face Indianapolis and
Northern Kentucky before their 12game road trip lands them back at
home Sept. 22 to host Bellarmine.

Rivermen .open tournament 1-0 over N. Kentucky
,

BY DAVE KINWQRTHY

staff editor

Darren Brunei tbe Cumll1

Joshua Fair and Phillips Faulkner defend UMSL in this past Friday's game against Northern Kentucky.

Team
Standings

No. 4 team defeats Riverwomen 2-0
BY DAVE KINWORTHY
•• • •• •• • ••• ••••• • • • "

Women's Volte¥balt

.6-4

Women 's: 5&:cer

A hard week of practice for the
men's soccer team including crossing
drills paid off as the cross of senior
captain Josh Fair across the goal
mouth found the foot of sophomore
Kirt Spencer with 3:52 remaining to
clinch a 1-0 victory for the Rivermen
against Northern Kentucky.
"1 looked up and saw Dwight [De
Leon] and Sanjeev [Katwaroo) going
back post and Sanjeev can jump as
high as anybody," Fair said. "It is the
ball that we have been working on all
season."
Head Coach Hannibal Najjar
agreed that the previous weeks ' worth
of practice paid off for the Rivermen
as they are now 1-0 in the Great
Lakes Valley Conference.
''We have been working on switch
plays and crosses all week non-stop,"
Naiiar said. "When Josh came off the
field after the game, he said 'Coach,
that's the cross you wanted' and I said
'Yes, thank you.' It was a hard-eamed
goal . We know Sanjeev can get up
there and causes problems and it
dropped in our favor at the encl."
With Northern Kentucky coming
into the match at 5-0 overall, the
game became a physical one. Sixty
fouls between the two teams occurred
during the 90-minute contest.
Goaltender Kevin IvlcCarthy
stood strong in the nets for the

Rivermen turning away 10 shots by
Northern Kentucky including two
spectacular saves with 29:24 remaining on a cross and with 19:00 left as
he came out to punch away another
goal-minded shot by Northern
Kentucky.
"He's played solid all year," Fair
said. "He has a great command of the
defense back there. "
Previously, the men's soccer team
split a pair as the Riverrnen lost to
Christian Brothers College 0-1 in a
second-half goal with less than 20
minutes remaining in the contest.
UMSL was also outshot 18-5.
The Rivermen rebounded and
defeated Lincoln University 1-0 to
put their overall record at 2-0 before
the Northern Kentucky contest.
Dwight De Leon scored the lone
goal for UMSL at 62: 13 of the second
half. . It was the only shot of De
Leon's four that were on goal and he
made it count. Although the
Rivermen were outshot 21-11,
McCarthy kept their opponents from
scoring.
With the victory also came a red
card issued to Lyndon John at the
46:27 mark which will put him out of
action for at least two games.
ill1SL will now hit the road for
the second and third contest in the
Great Lakes Valley Conference as
the: will take on SL Joseph's and
Indiana-Purdue at Fort Wayne this
weekend.

• • •• • •

"

••• • • # •• • -

staff editor
The Riverwomen's soccer
squad played host to Northern
Kentucky, the No . 4 ranked team in
the country and competed well
with the highly-ranked foe, but
succumbed in the end 0-2.
Northern Kentucky 's lone goal
in the first half came off a throw
when a ' communication error
occurred in the penalty box and
goaltender Kathleen Hertling bobbled the ball. Bessie Black of
Northern Kentucky was there to
pounce on the r ebound, with 21:48
remaining, and take a 1-0 lead
going into the second half.
The fIrst half looked lopsided as
the Riverwomen were outshot on
goal by a margin of 10-0, but the
team canle out and played hard the
remaining 45 minutes.
"I don't know if I tliink that they
played harder in the second half
lllen the fust half," Head Coach
Beth Goetz said . "We were definitely in the game and they knew
they had the other team frustrated
because they- were worried about
getting the other goal. We had
them on their heals a couple of
times in the fust half. We just came

out in the second half and were
ready to go."
Two Ul\·lSL chances came in the
second half when sophomore
Lindsay Jones 'crossed a ball to
sophomore Lindsey Siemens and
forced the Northern Kentucky
goaltender to make a diving save
with 39:00 remaining. The other
chance came when junior Jill
Wacker hit the cross bar on a shot
with 12: 15 remaining.
Northern Kentucky then took
advantage and put the dagger in the
Riverwomen 's heart as they scored
with 6:32 left on a cross from the
far side.
Although the Ri verwomen did
lose the contest, the match itself
proved that UMSL can play with
any team in the nation.
"They need to keep it in perspective and it shows that hard
work pays off." Goetz said. "It has
been a tough week at practice and
getting the momentum going and
enthusiasm going and being able to
play for 90 minutes - which is
what we didn't do last week - and
they did that tonight. They need to
use that and realiz.e that thi s is the
type of game that we need to play
regardless of OUf opponent."
Previously, the Riverwomen

EDITOR
DAVE KI NWORTHY

sports editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

GAMES
Women's
Volleyball
v. Bellarmine
7:00 pm, Fli, Sept. 22

v. Kentucky Wesleyan
100 pm, Sat, Sept. 23
at SIU-Edwardsville
700 pm, Fri, Sept. 29

at Southern Indiana
l:OO pm, Sat, Sept. 30

Darren BruneI Tbe C UIT<m(

Shelly Dixon charges past her opponent in this past Friday's game
against Northern Kentucky.

lost a pair a pair of games in
Kirksville , MO where Truman
State hosted the tournament.
Truman State posted two fusthalf goals and that was enough to
defeat UMSL 2-1 . The lone goal
for the Rivenvomen, who were
outshot 17-11, was posted by
Lindsey Siemens.
UMSL then took on Central
Missouri State University and went

into the second half tied with the
Mules, but CMSU scored two
goals to clinch the victory 2-0. In
this contest, the Riverwomen outshot the Mules 18-14, but co uld
not muster a goal.
The Riverwomen will now travel to . Indiana to play Sl. Joseph's
and Indiana-Purdue at Fort Wayne
on the road this weekend.

M en 's
Soccer
. at St. Joseph's
5:00 pm, Fri , Sept. 22
at Fort Wayne
1230 pm, Sun., Sept. 24

v. Wisconsin-Parkside
530 pm, Fri , Sept.29

v. Lewis
1230 pn~ Sun , Oct. 1

•

Strange things are found In Olympics
Only in the Olympics would the
Koreans, although still competing
separately, march into the stadium
W1der the san1e flag, while The East
Timorese, who faced political
oppression for the heavier side of the
fust millenniurn before gaining
independence, march under the
Olympic banner as "independent
athletes ."
Only in the Olympics could the
newest edition of the U.S . "Dream
Team," whose combined salaries jn
LATEST SCOOP
the National Basketball Association
..... ............................... .............................. . could pay for the entire Olympic
NICK BOWMAN
festival, play tearns that practice on
dirt fields with peach baskets.

Only in the Olympics could Fidel
Castro and his band of baseball players win yet another gold metal playing "America's pasttirne."
Only in the Olympics are 18year-old girls considered "seasoned
veterans."
Only in the Olympics could one
fmd 20,000 spectators watching a
hard core trampolinist bounce to
glory.
Only in the Olympics do COW1tries who can't even seem to feed
their own residents pay for the room
and board of that nation's athletes,
who look far from farnished.
.
Only U1 the Olympics do .big-

name athletes pass up the chance to
win a medal for their country
because it "doesn't fit their busy
schedule."'
Only in the Olympics can a man
with 17 vowels in his last name, a
heavily broken accent, and no recollection of who Abraham Lincoln
was, wear the red, white, and blue.
Only in the Olympics do men and
women alike put four years of thei.r
life on hold to prove to the world that
are thegre.atest amateur athletes in
the world, only to be forgotten \\iithin six months.
Only in the Olympics do countries rescind military conflicts so that

their countrymen can concentrate on
the feats of their brethren.
Only in the Olympics can one
witness the Chinese dynasty in the
sport of ping-pong.
Only in the Olympics would
American networks deem the games
so important that they would cover
the games a total of zero hours "live
and on location."
Only in the Olympics do fans buy
T-shirts that say "I went to the synchronized swimming competition,
and all I got was this cmrnrny Tshirt."

Only in the Olympics ...

Women's

Socce r

at St. Joseph's
7:30 pm, Flf., Sept. 22
v. Fort Wayne

J OO pm, Sun , Sept 24
v. Wisconsin-Parkside
730 pm, Fri., Sept. 29
v. Lewis

3:00 pm, Sun., Oct. 1

cjk~
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T here's .n othing new in

~

LEFT: Detectives Steve Menteer (Jeremy
Piven) and Olivia Neal (Carrie-Anne
Moss) investigate an apparent mob-related hit.

'*1 ~

BELOW: With their old bravado reawakened ' after executing a brilliant scheme
to keep from being evicted from their
retirement hotel, former good fellas Tony
Donato (Seymour Cassel), Mike Donatelli
(Dan Hedaya), Joe Pistella (Burt
Reynolds), and Bobby Bartellemeo
(Richard Dreyfuss) are back feeling like
the big shots they were long ago.

EDI OR
,

CATHERINE

MARQUiS-HOMEYER

a&e editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

MUSIC

September
FILM REVIEW

18
Dave Matthews with Bela
Fleck and the Flecktones
Riverport
Peter Green and the
Splinter Group
Blueberry Hill's Duck Room

19

.Engrossing storyline,
simple style make
'Shower' refreshing

The Robert Cray Band
American Theater

23
Joan Osborne
Firehouse

26
Suicidal Tendancies
Galaxy

29
Alice Cooper
American Theater

30
Dave Brubeck
Sheldon
Trip Daddys
Way Out Club

1
Santana with Everlast
Riverport

3
Moby
American Theater

staff editor
It isn't that "Tbe Crew" is poorly
done; far from it, it bas all the glossy
production values you could want. It
has swooping crane shots (very expensive), pretty golden-light photography,
carefully dressed sets where even the
beach sand has every grain in place.
The stars are fan1i.liar, likeable, capable _performers, playing roles you
would expect. The story takes a turn or
a bang just where you'd expect, and
you know everything works out in the
end. Everything and everyone looks
impeccably beautiful all the time; even
the nmdown old car looks cute rather
than like a reallllSty old car.
Oh sure, it's a comedy, and you
don't expect realism in comedies, but
the problem is both how familiar and
how lInreal all this overly groomed
perfection is.
The story is much the same, every
line in place, every expected character,
every anticipated plot nun, all polis bed
to the greatest pelfection.
And why not? Hollywood's been
making films exactly like this for
many years, so they better have this
formula down now. But unfortunately,
we've been watching them do these
movies for many years too, and we've
all seen all of this before.
Everything is just as you would
expect, just as you've seen in hundreds
of movies before. And it's aU so contrived. It's not that it's not a cute movie
in a way. Four retired low-level
Mailosos are living in a small apartment on a Miami beach, but the problem is that property values are going
up, so they are being squeezed out to

LengtJh:

min.

**""*

make room for the yOWlg and trendy
(and barely dressed. if possible).
Desperate (of course they can't just
move) they decide to fake a murder.
They may have been hitmen in tile old
-days, but now they're sweet but feisty
old guys who wouldn't hurt a fly. How
could it be otherwise?
Actually, considering how slick
and obvio~sly expensive this film rs, it
opens with a rather surprising error.
Going back to the past to show these
wise guys in their hitmen glory, the
date that flashe" up on screen isn't the
one that suits all the images we're seeing - 1958 (you know 1958 - big cars
with fins, Frank Sinatra on the radio,
girls in tight dresses with teased hair)
but 1968 (you . know 1968 . Volkswagori Bugs, Rolling Stones on
the stereo, hippie chicks), Apart from
this aberration, there isn't anyt:hi.ng
else to surprise you in this movie. It's
all very well done, of course, the acting, the photography, the story, the
sets, just all very familiar. Although
jokes aIid funny lines were delivered
with fine emphasis and timing, no one
in the audience laughed throughout the
fi.lm, be.caLISe they heard them all
before. Midway through the film, one
of the chardcters says something that
sums all the characters in this movie.;
he says: "Do you know what I am?
I'm a cliche." Actually, that works for
the whole film too.

FILM -REVIEW
,
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Rated:PG-13
Our opin~on:

-'

Shakespearean comedy
masquerades as pa~d~
of 19405 musicals

BY CATHERINE
MARQUiS-HOMEYER
.............. ... " ....... " ..........................

staff editor

21
Climber with Demi-Gods
Way Out Club

BY CATHERINE
MARQUiS-HOMEYER

Length: 100 min.
Rated: PG-13

"Shower" is a Chinese film that is
Our opinion: ~
one of the best developed stories I've
seen this year - in addition to being a
beautifully photographed film - with tales of the father's past and tht< regimages that are not only a pleasure to ulars of the bathhouse. But like a
see but full of meaning and infonna- skillful storyteller, the director entertains and engrosses with his story,
tion for the story.
Tbis story about a successful leading us off into tales illustrating·
urban Chinese man estranged from the importance of water in the lives
his father is as fresh and real as can of people and as a symbol for many
be, with fully developed characters things in life, while using imagery
who have charm and life.
that is simply beautiful and epic at
The film opens with a remarkable the same time.
scene of a man taking a shower in a
The director makes surprisingly
public facility. It is visually powerful creative and appealing use of tbe
and produces a sharp conlrast with material at hand for visuals, especiallater scenes of the old-fashioned ly in the images With water,The story
bathhouse. The father runs an old- is both funny and dramatic, not pat or
fashioned bathhouse along with his predictable. Although this film has
other son, who is both sweet · and subtitles, it, like many recent Chinese
hard~working but mentally slow.
films, tells a lot of the story through
When a misunderstanding brings what you see on the screen. The diathe cell-phone-toting estranged son logue is less . important than you
back to visit, the gap between their might expect, making it easy to follives and worlds stands like a symbol low. The acting is subtle but very
of the differences between Chinese strong, with each character sharply
past and future. As a symbol of their drawn and appealing. The supporting
differences, the son now prefers the roles of the bathhouse regulars add a
quickness of a shower to the slow bit of comic conflict, but always in a
relaxing ritual of a bath in the bath- believable way, so many of the
house, much to his father's dismay,
squabbles seem like something that
The bathhouse is like many could happen .at any neighborhood
American bars or restaurants, a gath- gathering place.
This was an all around good film
ering place in the community. Here,
men go to socialize away the day, that worked in every way, with
talking, gambling or playing games, engrossing story, charming characbut this slower-paced traditional life ters, and gorgeous but simple phois fading and most of the men com- . tography that depended on the ingeing to the bathhouse now are old reg- nuity of its framing for its visual
appeal. This film is sure to please
ulars.
Against the backdrop of the story anyone who just likes a good story,
of this family, the director layers on filmed in an elegant, simple style.

BY CATHERINE
MARQU iS-HOMEYER

,., ,,

....................................... ..... , ......... ... " .. .... ,
staff editor
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Length: 93 min.
Rated: PG

"l.ove's Labour's Lost?" Isn't that
a Shakespearean comedy? Directed
Our opinion:
by and starring Kenneth Branagh,
who has directed a fistful of
Shakespearean films in recent years,
dancing and singing but steeling
and produced by the ever-respectable myself for more.
Martin Scorsese? What could be so
Thankfully, it soon becomes clear
weird about that? .
that this is a parody of the style of
That's what I thought.
1940s musicals, with their wildly
The film starts out hannlessly. It's
inappropriate bursts of d~ce or song,
obviously been reset in 1940s their overdone coordination of color
England and stylistically looks much
and costume, and that all this is being
like a film of that time, specifically a played for laughs. Giggles from the
TechniColor Hollywood comedy,
audience soon turned to roars of
with sets in carefully-coordinated laughter as the film gets sillier and
color that look pretty rather than con- funnier, especially in the scene where
vincing.
The
dialogue
is they sing and dance while suspended
Shakespeare's, not 1940's slang, so from wires. Sounds weird, but it's
I'm thinking that this is another one funny.
of those interpretations that have
Shakespeare's basic story remains
been common in recent years, where in the fIlm, which is a farce about a
they just move the classic play to prince and three companions who
another time period. Suddenly, durswear off wine, women, and song for
ing a scene in . a college library,
the three years they' ll be at college.
Branagh and three other men in the The biggest problem is the prohibiscene' start to sing and dance, .
tion against women. Since he is a
I sank down into my seat, and prince, he can ban all three from the
thought briefly about making a dash . premises of the school,which he
for the door.
does.
For not only are they singing and
Unfortunately, he has forgotten
dancing in the style of Fred Astaire,
that a princess is coming to pay a
they're not particularly good at it,
state visit as an emissary from her ailespecially Branagh. Could it be that ing father, the King of France. The
Branagh, who has taken on so many . prince.is forced to make an exception
roles in the past, secretly wants to be for the princess and her three ladiesa song-and-dance man, due to a in-waiting, but keeps them in a camp
childhood fascination with Astaire?
outside the school, rather than break
Shuddering, I nonetheless suppressed his edict and let them onto the ~chool
the desire to bolt and remain seated, grounds. Of course, the prince and his
hoping that this is the limit of the friends fall in love, and so things get

****

complicated due to their previous
oath.
You have to give Branagh and
Scorsese credit for "having the
courage to try something completely
new, even if it is a bit far out toward
the edge. The parody is restrained and
tongue-in-cheek, rather than broadly '
campy like Mel Brooks' parody of
Westerns,
"Blazing
Saddles."
Thankfully, some of the cast are gOod
dancers and singers, so the musical
numbers, which feature classic songs
from the era by greats like Cole
Porter, are enjoyable as well as funny. '
Although Shakespeare's )-'Iork is
there, the film does kind of bury in its
homage to musicals. For the film is as
much homage to those old films as it
is a parody of them, and they are
treated with respect for what they did
well, as well as teased for their sillier
aspects. Although most of the bits are
played "straight," a few are just so
weird and some of the minor roles are
just so eccentric, that they leave you
gasping. The fIlm requires some
knowledge of the type of film being
parodied, but if you ''Ie seen a handful
of Fred Astaire movies, you'll get the
joke.
If you have a soft spot for old
movies, you'll have a lot of fun with
this film. If you're more interested in
Shakespeare, you might fInd this less
enjoyable, but it's still funny. The key
to how much you'll like this :film is
how much you're willing to go with
its weird premise. I'm not a great fan
of old musicals, but I still enjoyed this
film. It isn't necessary to be a big fan
of musicals, but it probably doesn't
hurt.
Except when Branagh dances.

Weekend yields three films that couldn't be·more different

I

MARQUEE RAMBLINGS
CATHERINE

went to see three movies this
ent.
. The Good: "Shower," a
past weekend, and besides
being dazed by too much . Chinese film that couldn't be
movie popcorn, I was struck by the
describert as anything else but
vast differences between these
good, was as refreshing as its title.
Oh sure, it has subtitles, but the
films. The title of that venerable
Clint Eastwood spaghetti Western
story is pure joy and is filled with
sprang to mind: "The Good, The
beautiful images, many featuring
the various roles water has in life.
Bad, and The Ugly." Actually, the
"Shower" is having a very successthird film wasn't so much ugly as
weird; one of the strarigest conful run at Plaza Frontenac, as
cepts I've seen in film, and the bad . word-of-mouth is spreading about
film isn't so much bad as just like
this lovely little film. This film was
particularly invigorating because I
so many other films before it. But
you'll see tbat in the review. These
saw it after I had seen "The Crew."

much bad, as doggedly ordinary. I
and so are they all and a lot of t.4e
was actually looking forward to
rest of the film.
seeing this comedy, since I like its .
And the Ugly, or in this case,
star, Richard Dreyfus, but it was so
the Weird: "Love's Labour's
predictable and slick at every turn,
Lost." A Shakespearean play by
that I didn't get much enjoyment
Kenneth Branaugh, what could be
out of it. Unfortunately, it seemed
weird about that? Well, read my
that most of the audience felt the
review and you'll see. Actually,
same way, as not a chuckle was
once I and the rest of the audience
heard through out. Not that the
got theidea behind the tongue-injokes were bad or poorly deliv- . cheek film, it was very funny and
ered, just too darn familiar. One of
people roared with laughter at
the characters, a South American
some of the more absurd scenes.
drug lord, summed it up well when ' The film requires some familiarity
he savs during the film: "Do vou
with Fred Astaire/GinQ'er ROQ'ers-

. some of the jokes, but if you love
those kind of musicals, or love to
laugh at them, you'll like this film.
I don't know that I recommend
seeing three movies in one week- .
end as it's rather dizzying, but I do
recommend "Shower," if you're
bf21ve enough to read subtitles.
"Love's Labour's. Lost" is funny,
but it's just that the concept is so
darn weird. 1'd recommend "The
Crew" only if you're likely to
laugh at .jokes you ' ve already
heard.
T hnnp
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Riddle's offers music, les·urely pace, good food
BY CATHERINE
MARQUiS-HOMEYER

staff editor
. Riddle's Penultimate Cafe and
Wille Bar is located in the Delmar
Loop, right across the street from dle
Tivoli Theater. The "penultimate" in
the name means next to last, since
Owner Andy Ayers thinks he might
have one more restaurant in him after
this one - Riddle's is his second.
Riddle's serves both lunch and dinner, but I chose to visit for dinner.
Riddle's has a very relaxed, casual
atmosphere. The decor is eclectic, with
posters and original artwork on the
walls in the old Delmar storefront.
Riddle's is family-run, with Paula and
Andy Ayers and their daughter. Kate
cooking and running the restaurant.
"Riddle" is Paula's grandmother's last
nanle. The clientele ranges from artsy
types, students and professors to more
conservatively-dressed business types.
Riddle's features music in the
evenings, usually blues without a cover
charge. If you hope to have a conversation with your dinner partner,
though, it's best to ask to be seated in
the larger back dining room, away
from the band.
Silverware wrapped in cloth napkillS and fresh flowers on the 'table
hinted that the men~ is more elaborate
than the decor. Our server appeared
inm1ediately to take our drink order.
Riddle's offers a nice selection of
wines by the glass, along with an
extensive list of specialty beers. I chose
a California Cabemet Sauvignon from
Ravenswood Willery ($7.95), which
was rich, dry, and smooth. My companion chose Sierra Nevada Pale Ale,
an excellent beer from a California
micro brewery.
The menu offered an array of eclecRe;touranl

"·'Website: W:WW~rlddle'S.com
tic choices from French, Italian, and
American cuisines. The main menu is
supplemented by a large printed list of
daily specials, a method I prefer over
the waiter reciting the specials. The
notes on the list reflect Riddle's comminnent to fresh, high quality ingredients and to local growers, especially
organic ones. Every1hiug at Riddle's is
Darren Brune I 77.Je Om'em
prepared from scratch and cooked to
order, so llie pace of dinner is leisurely, . Riddle's Penultimate Cafe and Wine bar is located at 6307 Delmar,
in the University City Loop.
but definitely worth the wait.
As an appetizer, I chose a special,
Sauteed Missouri Shiitake Mushrooms
For our vegetables, I chose tomato and sliced mushrooms, ill a
($7.50), and my companion chose Homegrown Green Beans with Butter white wine, garlic, and cream sauce,
Shrinlp Remoulade ($7.50) from the and Ham, and my companion cbose accompanied by a side dish with the
regular menu. The mushrooms were a Linguini with Fresh Homegrown Basil green beans. The green beans were just
nice-sized 'plateful, willi a wonderful Pesta. The salads anived with a basket crisp enough to give a delightful texbuttery flavor that was faintly beefy. of specialty breads that included a very . ture, with the butter and ham adding
The Shrinlp Remoulade had six very nice dark pumpernickel. The salads well to the flavor. The Shrin1P Sara
large shrimp with a tangy mustard- had the right amount of dressing, and a
based sauce on the side. which was varied selection of mixed greens. The
also very tasty.
Mayfair included a generous portion of
As an entree, I chose Shrinlp Sara sliced mushrooms, turkey, green pep($17.95) from the regular menu, and per, and hard-boiled egg, with the
my
companion
chose
Veal anchovy-based creanlY Mayfair dressSaltinlbocca, a special. Dinners come illg. The Eden salad included mixed
with a choice of soup or salad and a greens, sliced mushrooms, cheddar
choice of a vegetable dish, which are cheese, canol, red onion, tomato, green
also listed on the specials menu. We pepper, cucumber, ripe olives, and
ordered salads, a small Mayfair salad hard-boiled egg. The tomatoes were
served with Mayfair dressing ($475 if really ripe wedges, not a cherry tomaordered alone, $3.75 if ordered in place to. The Ginger-Lemon dressing was
of the regular di.Imer salad) for me, and tart and strong, but good.
a small Eden salad with Ginger-Lemon
Our entrees arrived after a reasondressing ($4.75 if ordered alone, $3.75 able wait. The Shrimp Sara was a large
if ordered in place of the regular dinner serving of jwnbo shrimp, with plenty
salad) fDr my companion.
of artichoke hearts, chunks of fresh
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Career Services
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Wednesday, September 20
&
Thursday, September 21
10:00 am - 2: 00 pm
J.e. Penney Building
Visit with over 50 employers each day!
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Tackle College
I~ Costs by Catching

War!: seems like ploy
when everyone hos a
winning altitude like the leJJm at Max
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made with locally grown Golden
Delicious apples, was 11ch and wonderful, with an excellent flaky crust
and plenty of cinnanlOn but not so
much as to bury the apple flavor. The
ice cream was smooth and dense, with
a very satisfying coffee flavor. TIle
accompanying coffee was also very
good, strong but not bitter.
Overall, Riddle's is an excellent
restaurant with an unhurried pace,
down-tocearth atmosphere, and friendly staff who make people feel so at
home that this restamant has many regulars. The food is excellent, with
emphasis on high-quality, local and
often organic ' ingredients and fromscratch preparation. It has a terrific
selection of wine and beer, mal).i.ng it
great place to come just to drink. It is
more of a special night out than everyday dining spot, due to price, but is
well worth a trip.
Reservations are not required, but
are recommended for FIiday and
Saturday nights. They accept
MasterCard, Visa, Anlerican Express,
and Diner's Club cards, as well as
cash, but not personal checks.

Career Days 2000

L,ooJe ~at'·s

e)I'"

,

. AEidress:' 6.307 Oetmar
>'Phon~:72S·6985"" .

was a very savory mix, with just the
right anlOunt of garlic in a sauce that is
not too heavy. The Veal Saltimbocca
had slices of free-range (a more
humane melliod) veal sauteed in wine
and sage, topped with mozzarella
cheese and prosciutto ham, a strong
and very flavorful hanl, ' which tastes
rallier bacon-like. The veal was tender
and tasty, and well-complemented by
the cheese and hanl. The linguini side
dish was the correct "a dente" texture,
with lots of marvelous pesto sauce.
Our server'came back several tinles
to check on us, and llie busboy was
very prompt in refilling water glasses .
When we fmished am meal, llie busboy was quick tei clear the table, but
did not attempt clear plates before we
were done, as some restaurant, do.
The desserts are a real specialty
here. All llie ice cream is made by hand
the other deserts are the creative
expression of owner Paula Ayers. We
ordered the Kahlua-Cappuccino Ice
Cream ($5.95) and Homemade
Homegrown Dutch Apple-Walnut Pie
($4.50), with coffee. The desserts
arrive quickly, with the coffee. The pie,

2000 FALL SEMESTER HOURS
(~/2lf2000 through 12/(12000)

-~

www.maxanderm05.com

Never dep·r i ve yoursel f
o f t he four basic food groups.
Just because y ou re short o n fu nds doesn t
m ean you have to go hungry. At
Commerce Bank, being cashless is

Monday
T uesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
CLOSED
1 :00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Tutorial assistance with .J11athematics courses and math related courses.
1\1aple and Mathcad available for math assignments.
Walk-in, FREE of charge.
(Hours subject to change. Check lab for hours during finals.)

never a problem. We offer free
checking with no mi nimum
balance,

VISA~

Check Cards,

Comme rce credit cards a nd
free account access through
Internet banking. So you II
have access to your money
anytime, anywhere. And
nothing will get in the way of
you and that pizza dinner again.
Or was it for brea kfast?
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For Q10re information, give us a call at 746-FREE, visit us on the

Web at www.commercebank.com. e-mail us atmymoney@commerc:ebank.com or
just swing by your local Commerce Bank location . .
If

Wr iting Lab (409 8SB)
2000 FALL SEMESTER HOURS
(8/2112000 th rough 12/6/2000)
Monday
T uesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sund ay

10;00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
lO:O{) a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
CLOSED
1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Assistance with all forms of writing problems a nd assignments.
Walk-in, FREE of charge.
Macintosh and Windows computers available..
The lab serves u nd ergraduates~ graduates, and faculty.
(Bours subject to change. Check lab for bours during finals.)
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face of nature is an overwhelming process. It
fills one with wonder," Caponigro said .
Pat Waterson, a member on the board of the
Missouri Coalition for the Environment, gave a
lecture at the opening of Elemental Waterways.
"Water as a Sustainer of Life" is the theme
of this show and by the way, there are a lot of
artists now who are connecting up with natural
themes, which, I think, is a natural circumstance, as we begin to rebuild some of the connection we have lost with the natural world,"
Waters ton said.
In her lecture, Waterston explained why

usable water such as ground and fresh water are
becoming in such short supply on earth.
Waters ton gave hope, though, when she suggested ways that are beginning to be applied to
save water as a natural resource.
"It 's the most valuable thing on earth , and it
is the most consistently overlooked and used as
a final resting place for our waste," Waters ton
said.
Elemental Waterways will be on exhibit
through October 6 in room 362 of SSB. For
more information call the Public Policy
Research Center, call (314) 516-5273.

the concerns faced by many immigrants.
"Celebration of Junk Food" wa~ about the minor
misunderstandin'gs of newcomers to American cu 1ture.
"Immigrants don't always get it right," Wall
said. "Many times we understand and we don't
understand things."
"Elegy for Singe(' was a tribute to \vriter Isaac
Bashevis Singer, who also wrote about imrnigra·
tion.
"I was interested in immigration when I moved
to New York," Wall said. 'Then, when I moved to
Nebraska, I becanle interested in migration. It's
about moving to a completely different place."

Diane Touliatos, Director of Humanities,
enjoyed the reading.
''I'm interested in the Irish perspective of their
epic in the U.S.A. and their poetry." said Toutalos.
"I lhink [Wall] did a wonderful job."
Karen Lucas. associate director of the Center
for the Humanities, said she enjoyed the reading.
"It's a most auspicious start for the Monday
Noon Series." Lucas said.
The Monday Noon Series is a cultural event
sponsored by the Center for Humanities and held
every Monday in Room 229, J.c. Penney
Building, admission is free. For more information
contact Karen Lucas at (314) 516-5698.

PORTER, from page 3

........................................................................

what happens on each person's date,
both the boyfriend and the girlfriend
choose to stay together, or have a
change of heart.
The best and most entertaining part
is when one says change and one says .
stay, or when both say change. Most
times though , both opt to stay together, even though they made out or even
had sex with their blind dates.
Hopefully, "Change of Heart" wil.l
stay on at night Otherwise, I'll have to
find some other late-night show to
entertain myself before I go to bed.

WESLEY, from page 3

.............................................., ........ ........,,' ..........................................................................,...... ,., ....................... .......... "
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Board of Curators, She said that all of them
were instrumental in the publication of her
book.

Wesley concluded , "This book should be
in every school, library, and home
regardless of ethnic background."

I.

Yeah,
we
think
it's
: 'gonna
be big.
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9:00pm At Laclede's, Landing
All Ages Are We,lcome
Cont act P lanet Ho ll ywood at 314.588.061 3
for ticket in tormatio~ • poppies3@swbell.net
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SEE YOUR MARINE CORrS OFFICER SELECTION TEAM
Captain Cherrone Hester and Gunnery Sergeant Donald Hulsey
Career Days 2000
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., Wednesday, September 20,2000
Millennium Student Center
Call 1-800-469-9531 or (314) 331-4557

.

. ',Trailblazer 'Weekend-r' t .
.. "
, ' ',. . Saturday, Septen1ber 23rd
<--"!

Excuse #2001 - Why I can't make a difference at UMSL

"

CALL
(636)434-9789
OR JOE 516-8664
OR email
STUDENTMODEMS@
HOTMAlL.COM

Where to vote

When to vote

University Center Lobby
Marillac Hall Lobby

UMSL STUDENfS

StadlerlBentonlResearch Bldgs

GO DOOR-TO·DOORWITH

Evening College (Lucas Hall)*

10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
and
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

SSB*

KarennB Gore

September 26 & 27

* Booths only open in the eyeing

'" Trailblazer Weekend- 1,000 volunteers talk to 50,000 voters.
FREE rafne for Rams + Cardinals tickets, FREE iood, FREE
t-shirts, FREE transportation. Democratic VICTORY 2000!

EVENT LOCATION: Truman Park in Hazelwood
EVENT TIME: 10 a.m.

Sept. 26 & 27
•

UM·St. Louis students, faculty and staff:
Classifieds are FREE!!
CLASSIFIED
RATES

so, HAVE' W€ ·
FIG(JR.€'p OUTW!-tO

(314)

111E CROrc.H

516·5316

JS

yer?

.. Otbl!lwise, classified adveltising is 110 for 4f) words or less in straight text fOnT/at Bold and CAPS letters are free. All
ctassifieds must be prepaid by check, money oml!l' Dr credit card. Deadline is Thursday at 3 p.m. prior to publication.

http://www.thecurrentonline.com/ad sads@thecurrentonline.com

Earn up to $13/HOUR
plus bonuses!!!
Build your resume and job
skills, valuable marketing
experience, opportunities for
advancement, ideal summer / college job!!!, flexible
hours, no sales!!!
CALL NOW (314) 567-5515
ask for Nathan

SPRINGBREAK 2001
Hiring On-Campus Reps

SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH,
GO FREE!!!
Student Travel Services
America's #1 Student tour
Operator, Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas, Europe, Florida
1-800-648-4849
www.gospringbreak.com

Readers/WriterslTest
Assistants
for students with disabilities
These paid positions are available for the Fall Semester
2000, on a limited basis, for
qualified students to assist
students with disabilities during scheduled exams:
Duties include: research
materials, textbooks, making
tapes, writing for an exam,
reading and writing for an
exam, reading for an exam.
Interested? Please contact
Marilyn Ditto at 516-5228 or
come to 301 Woods Hall.

Internet· Marketing/Web
Page Design
International company
expanding. Looking for highly
motivated business-minded
students. Part time and full
time positions available.
Some experience required.
Call (314) 983-9634 for more
information.

Lifeguards
CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS
needed for UM-St. Louis
Indoor Swimming Pool this
Fall semester. Afternoon,
( evening, and weekend hours
available. Pay is $6.00 per
hour. Interested individuals
can apply in the Rec Sports
Office, 203 Mark Twain.
Call 516-5326 for more
information.

Sports Officials
REC SPORTS OFFICIALS
needed for intramural flag
football, soccer, floor hockey,
, and volleyball this semester.
Afternoon and evening games.
Pay is $7.50 per game.
Knowledge of and interest in
the sport is required. Apply fn
the Rec Sports Office, 203
Mark Twain. Call 516-5326 for
more information.

Wanted! Spring
Breakers!
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida,
Jamaica ft Mazatlan. Call .
Sun break Student Vacations
for a free brochure and ask
how you can organize asmall
group ft EAT, DRINK, TRAVEL
FREE & EARN CASH!
Call 1-800-777-4642 or e-mail
sales@sunbreaks.com

Wanted
Roommate to share three
bedroom house located only
five miles from campus $300
monthly plus half utilities,
serious people only
please, write to
valgame79@hotmail.com

Freshman Getaway 2000
All freshman are welcome to
join the Catholic Newman
Center and the University
Program Board for this great
opportunity to meet your
classmates! We'll be going to
Skyway Farms Camp on
Friday, 9129 and returning
Saturday the 30th. $5 registration due by noon on 9/27
covers three meals, transportation, and lodging. Call
385-3455 for more information and to register.

Can't find that girl/guy ·
you ran into at The
Underground?
Take out a personal. It's a
free r~source to students,
faculty and staff. As in, not
costing anything. As in, not
kicking yourself in the head
for the rest of the semester
for not being able to remember the phone number of that
girl. Call 516-5316 to find
your destiny.

Evening College Council
needsa responsible person to
run their Kaffee Klatch. No
experience necessary. Hours
would be M-TH evenings 48:30 PM and miscella,neous
times. Please direct inquiries
to Evening College
@ 516-5161.

HEY LET'S TRY THIS:
SWM looking for good looking
SWF. But c'mon, almost
everybody I know is looking
for a good looking SWF. So
what are my chances? ·sigh·
email erik@umsl.eduifyou.re
lflterest-ed. Your heart will do
you good .

Good Quality Cat
Furniture
Custom mad~ to order.
Much cheaper than retail.
Made from the finest
materials. Your cat will love
you. Call (314) 921-0566.

SWF in search of
hirsute male
long-time student,
extreme myopia a plus, must
have distinguishable voice ft
active interest in SGA.
Out-going personality necessary. Living with parents
preferable. Multiple degrees
make me .coo.

SWF. 21, HWP
in search of sugar daddy. No
nookie. If interested
call 516-8645

Looking for the see·thru
shirt wearing the orange bra.
Saw you in front of the
library tuesday evening.
Would like to run into you
again. Please consider.
In My Dreams

www.affordablelaptops.com
800-864- 2345

Musicians and Choir
Members Needed
The Catholic Newman Center
! is looking for talented individ ·
.
uals to help with Sunday
Evening Masses. Please call Fr.
Bill Kempf or Amanda Harrod
at 385- 3455 if you are
interested ,
'-';"--.I.

~v _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Adobe Photoshop 4.0
for Windows. Opened once to
check contents. Call 739-0711

Autos for Sale
Buy police impounds
Cars from $500. All makes ft
models available. For listings
call 800-719 ' 3001 ext. 213.

MAYo~

Me tHee S E • .

LAND·

Professional Athletes Choose Chiropractic
Logan's national reputation as a premier chiropractic college is due in large
part to faculty members like Dr. Ralph
Filson.
In his private practice, Dr. Filson acts
as consulting doctor of chiropractic to
the St. Louis Cardinals and the
World Champion St. Louis Rams.
In both capacities, Dr. Filson treats
some of the world's best athletes in
professional sports .
If you would like to learn more about
an exciting career in chiropractic,
please contact Logan Collge for an
informational packet.

1-800-533-9210
www,logan.edu
loganadm@logan.cdu
1851 Schoe!tier Road, Chesterfield, MO 63017
An Equal Opportunity InstiMion of Higher Education

'97 Suzuki GSX·R 600
1,xxx miles, garaged, showroom lJew, Shoe: helmet
Call Alex 314-227-8887

1992 Ford F·150 XLT
V8, 5.8 Liter, Automatic
Trans., 2 wheel drive,
5Z,xxx miles, Optional fuel
tank, A/C, Cruise Control,
AM/FM Cassette Stereo,
Running Boards.
$9,500. Call Shauna
(314) 324-7137

Co(JNT~Y •••

Look for The Current's
1000th issue
coming October 16

RETIREMENT

INSURAN[E

MUTUAL FUNDS

TRUST SERVI[ES

TIAA-CREF's low expenses
mean more money
working for you.

• fall us
ror a ftee

expense,
calCUlator

THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE

, r---------------------~

$215,000

,

Lov.I-Cost Accoun t

Know who you're voting
for in the coming
election.
f

I~

Check out the
candidates at

HOW much ) Just take a look at th e chart Then call us.
We'll send yo u a free, easy-to- use expense calculator 50
you can see for yourself that no matter what your
investment, you'll benefit from low expenses. And (REF
variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%
to 0.34%.'

For decades, we've been committed to low expenses,
superior customer service and strong performance.
Add it all up and you'll find that selecting you r
retirement provider is an easy deciSion: TlAA-CREF.

ExpBNSES

I
!I
t

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:

2

Total accumulati ons afte r 20 years based on initial invest ment
of 550.000 and hypothet ical annual relUms of 8%. Total rerUTns
and principal value of in vestments will flUC[lL.1te, and yield may
vary. The chan above is presented for illus(Talive purposes only
and does not reflect actual performance. or predict future
res ults, of any TrAA ·CREF account. or re fl ecllaxe s.

f thecurrentonline.com

Make a
difference
by voting.

TUITION FiNAN(ING

Irs a simple calculation:

The equation is ea sy. Lower expenses in managing a
fund can eq ual better performance

Student Government
Spring Break!
. Deluxe Hotels, Reliable Air,
Free Food, Drinks and Parties!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Mazatlan ft Florida .• TRAVEL
FREE and EARN CASH! Do it on
the web! Go to
StudentCity.com or call 800293-1443 for info

~eA\i·,"l. .
CHAl\,.tN'Ge
A't\ t nNa 1;0
QVe~'nON Hl5
REc.o({D J:N
MeDON'" !.D

WHo

i'E GRt:Pi,\
AT RUNNI'NG i'HE
olJl..O

Dr. Ralph Filson with Mark MeG wire

'92 GEO STORM G$I
4-Cyl. 1. 6 Liter, 5 Spd,
100,500 Miles, AIC, AM/FM
Stereo Cassette, Driver's Air
Bag, ps/pb,Alloy Wheels, rear
spoiler, White exterior with
unique body customizing.
Excellent condition. Looks
sharp. clean interior.
new tires
ask for $2500/best offer
(314) 426-5963
Hurry up, don't miss this
great deal.

1988 Grand Am 2 dr
cold air, 4 cyl, 5 speed, runs
and looks great, blue with
blue int., state safety inspection, $1200 obo, 427-7548

You KNOW

u

1.800.842.2776
www. tiaa-cref.org

for more complete information on our securities products. please call 1800.842 .2733. ext 5509. to request prospectuses. Read them carefully
befol e you inl'est. 1. Estimated annual expenses are adjusted Quarterly 2. 1AO% is a very reasonable fee level for a typical fund; OAO% is
. near. but not actually at the bottom of. the mutual fund expense ratio speClrum . • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. Inc. distributes the CREF and TIM Real Estate variable annuities . • Teachers Personal Investors Services. Inc distribute s the Personal Annuities variable
annuity component. mutual funds and tuition savings agreements .• TIM and TIM-CREF Life Insurance Co. , New York, NY, issue insurance and
annuities. • TIM·CREF Trust Company. FSB provides ·trust serJices .• Investment products are not FDIC insured. may lose value and are
not bank guaranteed. © 2000 TIM-eREF 08/03
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Ie to the students.
"I tried to get my hands on a copy
f the new constitution and it was
uite a job," Miller said. "We need to
ave a copy in the library and on our
leb site."
Steven Wolfe, running for viceresident, voiced concerns about the
onstiltion.
Find out more about
[
e
all the SGA candidates
ueson our website·
loned
thecurrentonline.com
h e
ecesity of requiring attendance for SGA
~presentatives. He has already proQsed 18 amendments to the new contitution.
Wolfe also raised questions about
legality of the provisional SGA
lat was set up over the summer. He
aid that because the provisional SGA
,as appointed by the administration
,ithout student input, it had no author-

September 18, 2000
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policy, if passed, would put control
of dismissal in the hands of the faculty.
• There were concerns raised by
the audience about the draft of the
. new policy that had been distributed.
. These primarily consisted of problems with the wording of the document and concerns about potential
futme deans with personal agendas.

Follov.'ing was a restricted voice
vote to accept nominees for ~everal
interim positions across the campus.
With one name for each available
post, the voting was unanimously in
favor of all nominees .
TIle next Faculty Senate meeting .
is scheduled for Tuesday, October
17, in room 126 of the J.e. Penney
building.

le

Darren Brunei The Current

Eight candidates for the SGA offices of president, vice president, and comptroller participate in the
candidate forum 'Wednesday in the University Center Student Lounge.

0'.
As a member of the provisional Michael Rankins said they were in
;GA, Glenn answered questions about favor of background checks.
h.e fainless of his running in the elec1rIiller, Wolfe, presidential candiions after' helping to set up the elec- date Christopher e. Taylor, and vice
ion procedures. He said that there is presidential candidate Joshua Ryan
'absolutely no conflict of interest"
said they were against background
The provisional SGA did decide to checks.
,d d background checks to the election
Connor and presidential candidate
Irocess, Glenn said, but the moment Julie Clifford said they thought the stuIe decided to nm for vice president, he dent body should know if someone
listanced hinlself from the provisional had committed a crime, but that candi;GA. Glenn said he hact nothing to do dates should not be automatically diswith deciding what factors could dis- qualified for not disclosing background information.
IUalify a candidate.
The new constitution says that all
"If the University thinks someone
;GA candidates would have to underis good enough to go to school here,
~o background checks before running
then who are we to say that they are
or an SGA office. Candidates could . not good enough to run for SGA
IC automatically disqualified if they
office," Taylor a~ked in opposition of
lad been dismissed from another unithe background checks.
lersity, or committed a felony. Glenn,
'These people have access to stu)lson, and vice-presidential candidate dent numbers and students' GPA

records. I should know who these pe0ple are and what they have done,"
Rankins said in favor of the background checks.
The candidates said they would
like to See UMSL change its reputation
from that of a COIllIDuter campus,
where people just come to class and
leave immediately, to making UMSL a
place where people not only go to
school but stay to socialize.
The most ambitious plan for making UMSL a place for students to hang
out was proposed by Rankins .
"This campus won 't be a dry campus if I can help it," Rankins said. He
said be plans to propose an all-ages
pub to administrators. The pub would
be located in the Millennium Student
Center and would serve alcohol.
"I don't think ail UMSL students
are apathetic, I just think that they

don't feel welcomed here," said
Taylor. Taylor proposed allocating
funds to student organizations that
attract and retain the most members. .

®

Grotl.I1d

A few good
saiesme & women

FedEx Ground, the . fastestgrowing small package transportation company in history, is
looking for energetic, ambitious
students to load & unload delivery vans & trailers. Stalrt at
$8.50 - $9.00 an hour and.

Got sales skills? We might have a job for you!
Call 516-5316 for details.

work up to $9.50 -. $10.00
an hour after 90 days of
employment.

Ingr ed i en ts

for

• Work M-F; NO Weekends
• Weekly pay
• Tuition Reimbursement
• AM & PM shifts; 20-25 hours a
week
• Advancement opportunities

Success

Edward Jones, a financial services firm, has designed programs for current students
graduating Dec. 2000 or May 2001

Professional Development Associa~e Program . [PDAl
The PDA program is a rotational program designed to provide recent minority college graduates with exposure to the securities industry and to Edward Jones. The PDA program has two
tracks: Firrnwide (18 months) and Operations-Service Leadership (30 months).

ffimked #7 in Fortune's "100 Best Companies to Work for in America,"

Both tracks offer a series of clearly defined rotations. This enables the PDA to sample a variety
of positions before committing to a single career path. For those who are uncertain about a
particular career path, the PDA program allows them to gain exposure in various fields and
learn how those professions relate to others in the industry.

Associate Crass Training Pragram . [ACT]
. The ACT program is a comprehensive cross training program designed for recent college
gradUates . As an ACT associate, you will have the opportunity to meet and work with others,
while sampling several pre-determined work rotations and projects related to a specific
position. A mentor from your final placement area will follow your progress as you move
through the program.
Edward Jones offers the ACT Program in two divisions of our firm: Marketing and Product &
Sales. These two divisions work together to research, market! manage, and support the sale
of the appropriate financial products and services.

To leam more abOut Edward Jones, our .programs and
intemship opportunities,'please visit us at the.University of
Missouri - st. Louis career Fair; September 20th,
10:00am-2:00pm in the JC Penney Building.
edwardjones.com

